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Touch™ WiFi
Dimmer Switch,
Tru-Universal
Master, White
ADTH700MMTUW2

The translucent glass-like face works just
like an iPhone® screen—simply press your
finger on the circle to turn lights on and off,
or use the arrows on the right to dim them.
And thanks to its patented Tru-Universal
technology, this dimmer automatically
adapts to any light load, light bulb type, or
combination of loads attached to it,
eliminating flicker, early dropout or "pop-on"
deficiencies that can often plague other
non-adaptive dimmers. Pair it with any
fixture and you're done!

Wall plate not included.

For WiFi functionality to work, this product
must be paired with The Hub (LC7001).

  

The adorne collection offers multi-location and whole-house
lighting control options using the Legrand-patented Topdog™
radio frequency technology that allows devices to communicate
seamlessly together, eliminating the need to run new traveler
wires from device to device. Each of the systems feature
switches and dimmers in multiple adorne interface types,
including this one. It's no longer necessary to tear sheetrock to
enjoy the ambiance, comvenience and energy-savings that
lighting controls offer.
Ideal solution for any size remodeling projects in which you want
to control a light wirelessly from more than one location without
rewiring. *Must be paired with the adorne Touch Wireless
Remote Dimmer and the master dimmer must be wired to the
light to operate properly.
Tru-Universal technology enables the dimmer to support all load
types, including incandescent/halogen, Magnetic Low Voltage
(MLV), Electronic Low Voltage (ELV) in forward or reverse Phase,
CFL/LED, etc.
Easy "1-for-1" snap-in installation lets you upgrade your existing
700W dimmer to adorne in just minutes.
Innovative assembly fits into your existing electrical box and no
new wires are required for typical installation.
Pair with the adorne Touch Switch for a beautifully uniform look
or smart add-on acessories like the adorne Accent Nightlight to
add a wash of light below the device.
Further customize your look with adorne wall plates in a brilliant
palette of dozens of colors and a variety of luxurious materials.

features & benefits
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General Info

Color: White
Type: 3-Wire

Listing Agencies/Third Party Information

UL Standard: Yes

Technical Information

Load: Incandescent, Halogen, ELV, MLV, Fluorescent
Watts: 700


